Finally, we show that the exact probability of (repeated) reachability cannot be effectively expressed in the firstorder theory of the reals (IR, +, * , ≤) for either PLCS or PVASS (unlike for other probabilistic models, e.g., probabilistic pushdown automata [15, 16, 14] ).
Introduction
The aim of model checking is to decide algorithmically whether a transition system satisfies a specification. Specifications which are formulated as reachability or repeated reachability of a given set of target states are of particular interest since they allow to analyze safety and progress properties respectively. In particular, model checking problems w.r.t. ω-regular specifications are reducible to the repeated reachability problem.
A main challenge has been to extend the applicability of model checking to systems with infinite state spaces. Algorithms have been developed for numerous models such as timed automata, Petri nets, pushdown systems, lossy channel systems, parameterized systems, etc.
In a parallel development, methods have been designed for the analysis of models with stochastic behaviors (e.g. [23, 17, 27, 11, 12, 19, 13] ). The motivation is to capture the behaviors of systems with uncertainty such as programs with unreliable channels, randomized algorithms, and faulttolerant systems. The underlying semantics for such models is often that of a Markov chain. In a Markov chain, each transition is assigned a probability by which the transition is performed from a state of the system. In probabilistic model checking, three classes of problems are relevant:
• The qualitative problem: check whether a certain property holds with probability one (or zero).
• The approximate quantitative problem: compute the probability up-to arbitrary precision.
• The exact quantitative problem: compute the probabilities exactly.
Recently, several attempts have been made to consider systems which combine the above two features, i.e., systems which are infinite-state and which exhibit probabilistic behavior. For instance the works in [25, 7, 5, 6, 20, 1] consider Probabilistic Lossy Channel Systems (PLCS): systems consisting of finite-state processes, which communicate through channels which are unbounded and unreliable in the sense that they can spontaneously lose messages. The motivation for these works is that, since we are dealing with unreliable communication, it is relevant to take into consideration the probability by which messages are lost inside the channels. The papers [15, 16, 14] consider probabilistic pushdown automata which are natural models for probabilistic sequential programs with recursive procedures. In this paper, we identify two general classes of infinitestate Markov chains, namely:
• Markov chains which contain a finite attractor. An attractor is a set of states which is reached with probability one from each state in the Markov chain. Examples of Markov chains with finite attractors are PLCS.
• Markov chains which are globally coarse. A Markov chain is globally coarse if there exists some α > 0 such that the following property is satisfied: from every state, the probability of eventually reaching the set of final (target) states is either zero or ≥ α. For example, any PVASS with an upward closed set of final states induces a globally coarse Markov chain.
We consider both qualitative and quantitative analysis for the above two classes. For globally coarse Markov chains, we show several new decidability and undecidability results. Some of these are quite surprising as they deviate from usual patterns known in model checking of both probabilistic and non-probabilistic systems. For Markov chains with finite attractors, we give simpler constructions for several decidability results previously presented in the literature. The main contributions of the paper are the following:
• We show decidability of qualitative reachability problem for PVASS when the set of target states is given by a set of local states of the automaton. Decidability is shown through a reduction to model checking of a CTL-formula interpreted over the underlying (nonprobabilistic) transition system. On the other hand, we show that the problem is undecidable in case the set of target states is an arbitrary upward closed set of states. This is in contrast to all known decidability results for other models such as non-probabilistic VASS, and PLCS, where the two problems can effectively be reduced to each other.
• We prove decidability of qualitative reachability problem for PLCS. This was the main result of [5, 7] . In a similar manner to those papers, the proof in this paper relies on the existence of a finite attractor. However, our construction is much simpler than those of [5, 7] . In particular, our algorithm does not require explicit construction of the attractor as is the case in [5, 7] .
• We show decidability of qualitative repeated reachability problem for PVASS when the set of target states is an arbitrary upward closed set of states. This is surprising since, as mentioned above, the corresponding reachability problem is undecidable. In all models known to us from the literature (both probabilistic and non-probabilistic) repeated reachability is at least as difficult as reachability. We also show decidability of the problem for PLCS. Again, in contrast to [5, 7] , our algorithm does not need to construct a finite attractor (it only relies on its existence).
• We recall an algorithm from [20] which was used in [25] to perform approximate quantitative reachability analysis for PLCS. We show that the algorithm can be used to solve the same problem for PVASS. Furthermore, we show that a minor modification of the algorithm yields an algorithm for solving approximate quantitative repeated reachability analysis for PLCS. This is a much simpler solution than the rather complicated construction which is the main result of [25] .
• The question if the exact probability of (repeated) reachability for PLCS is expressible by standard mathematical functions was stated as an open problem in [25] . We provide a partial answer by showing that for both PVASS and PLCS the probability cannot be effectively expressed in the first-order theory of the reals (IR, +, * , ≤). This is in contrast to the situation for probabilistic pushdown automata for which it can be effectively expressed in (IR, +, * , ≤) [15, 16, 14] .
Due to space constraints, many proofs had to be shifted into an appendix. They can be found in the full version of the paper [3] .
Transition Systems and Markov Chains
We introduce some basic concepts for transition systems and Markov chains. Let N and Q denote the set of natural numbers and non-negative rational numbers, respectively. A transition system T is a triple (S, −→, F ) where S is a (potentially) infinite set of states, −→ is a binary relation on S, and F ⊆ S is the set of final states. We write s −→ s for (s, s ) ∈−→ and let Post (s) :
A path is a finite prefix of a run. We assume familiarity with the syntax and semantics of the temporal logic CTL * [9] . For s ∈ S and Q ⊆ S, we say that Q is reachable from s if s |= ∃3Q. For Q 1 , Q 2 ⊆ S, we use Q 1 Before Q 2 to denote the CTL formula ∃ (¬Q 2 UQ 1 ), i.e., there exists a run which reaches a state in Q 1 without having previously passed through any state in Q 2 . We define F := {s| s |= ∃3F }, i.e., the set of states from which F is not reachable. For s ∈ S, we define the distance dist (s) of s to be the minimal natural number n with s n −→ F . In other words, dist (s) is the length of the shortest path leading from s to F . In case s ∈ F , we define dist (s) = ∞. A transition system T is said to be of span N if for each s ∈ S we have dist (s) ≤ N or dists(s) = ∞. We say that T is finitely spanning if T is of span N for some N ≥ 0. A transition system T = (S, −→, F ) is said to be effective if for each s ∈ S, we can (1) compute elements of the set Post(s) (notice that this implies that T is finitely branching); and (2) check whether s |= ∃3F .
A Markov chain M is a tuple (S, P, F ) where S is a (potentially infinite) set of states, P : S × S → [0, 1], such that s ∈S P (s, s ) = 1, for each s ∈ S, and F ⊆ S is the set of final states. A Markov chain induces a transition system, where the transition relation consists of pairs of states related by positive probabilities. In this manner, concepts defined for transition systems can be lifted to Markov chains. For instance, for a Markov chain M, a run of M is a run in the underlying transition system, and M is finitely spanning if the underlying transition system is finitely spanning, etc.
Consider a state s of a Markov chain M = (S, P, F ). On the sets of runs that start at state s, the probability space (Ω, ∆, Prob M ) is defined as follows (see also [22] ): Ω = sS ω is the set of all infinite sequences of states starting from s, ∆ is the σ-algebra generated by the basic cylindric sets D u = uS ω , for every u ∈ sS * , and the probability measure Prob M is defined by
..s n ; this measure is extended in a unique way to the elements of the σ-algebra generated by the basic cylindric sets.
We use Prob M (s |= φ) to denote the measure of the set of runs in M which start from s and satisfy the formula φ. For instance, Prob M (s |= 3F ) is the measure of runs from s which eventually reach F . In other words, it is the probability by which s satisfies 3F . We say that almost all runs of a Markov chain satisfy a given property φ if
A set A ⊆ S is said to be an attractor, if for each s ∈ S, we have Prob M (s |= 3A) = 1, i.e., the set A is reached from s with probability one. If A is finite then this condition also implies Prob M (s |= 23A) = 1.
A state s is said to be of coarseness β if for each s ∈ S, P (s, s ) > 0 implies P (s, s ) ≥ β. A Markov chain M = (S, P, F ) is said to be of coarseness β if each s ∈ S is of coarseness β. We say that M is coarse if M is of coarseness β, for some β > 0. Notice that if M is coarse then the underlying transition system is finitely branching; however, the converse is not necessarily true.
We say that a Markov chain M = (S, P, F ) is globally coarse if there exists some α > 0 s.t. ∀s ∈ S.
If a Markov chain is coarse (of coarseness β) and finitely spanning (of span N ) then it is globally coarse (define α := β N ).
Lemma 1 If a Markov chain is coarse and finitely spanning
then it is globally coarse.
System Models and their Properties
We give two examples of models and describe the induced Markov chains.
Vector Addition Systems
A Vector Addition System with States (VASS) consists of a finite-state process operating on a finite set of variables each of which ranges over N . Formally, a VASS V is a tuple (S, X, T), where S is a finite set of local states, X is a finite set of variables, and T is a set of transitions each of the form (s 1 , op, s 2 ), where s 1 , s 2 ∈ S, and op is a mapping from X to the set {−1, 0, 1}. A (global) state s is of the form (s, v) where s ∈ S and v is a mapping from X to N .
Remark on notation
We use s and S to range over local states and sets of local states respectively. On the other hand, we use s and S to range over states and sets of states of the induced transition system (states of the transition system are global states of the VASS).
For
The VASS V, together with a set F of global states, induces a transition system (S, −→, F ), where S is the set of states, i.e., S = (S × (X → N )), and (
In the sequel, we assume, without loss of generality, that for all (s, v), the set enabled (s, v) is not empty, i.e., there is no deadlock. This can be guaranteed by requiring that from each local state there is a self-loop not changing the values of the variables.
For Q ⊆ S, we define a Q-state to be a state of the form (s, v) where s ∈ Q. Notice that, for any Q ⊆ S, the set of Qstates is upward closed and downward closed with respect to . When we speak of an upward closed set of VASS configurations, we assume that it is represented by its finitely many minimal elements.
Probabilistic VASS A probabilistic VASS (PVASS) V is of the form (S, X, T, w), where (S, X, T) is a VASS and w is a mapping from T to the set of positive natural numbers. Intuitively, we derive a Markov chain from V by assigning probabilities to the transitions of the underlying transition system. The probability of performing a transition t from a state (s, v) is determined by the weight w(t) of t compared to the weights of the other transitions which are enabled at (s, v). We define w(s, v) = t∈enabled(s,v) w(t). The PVASS V, together with a set F of global states, induces a Markov chain (S, P, F ), where S is defined as for a VASS, and
Notice that this is well-defined since w( 
Probabilistic Lossy Channel Systems
A Lossy Channel System (LCS) consists of a finite-state process operating on a finite set of channels, each of which behaves as a FIFO buffer which is unbounded and unreliable in the sense that it can spontaneously lose messages (see [4] for a precise definition).
Probabilistic lossy channel systems (PLCS) are a generalization of LCS to a probabilistic model for message loss and choice of transitions. There exist several variants of PLCS which differ in how many messages can be lost, with which probabilities, and in which situations, and whether normal transitions are subject to non-deterministic or probabilistic choice.
By default, we assume the relatively realistic PLCS model from [5, 7, 25] where each message in transit independently has the probability λ > 0 of being lost in every step, and the transitions are subject to probabilistic choice in a similar way as for PVASS. However, our decidability results do not strongly depend on a particular PLCS model. The only crucial aspects are the existence of a finite attractor in the induced Markov chain (most PLCS models have it) and the standard decidability results of the underlying nonprobabilistic LCS (which is almost the same for all PLCS models). We will discuss other PLCS models below.
We say that a set of target states F is effectively representable if a finite set F can be computed s.t. F ↑= F ↑, i.e., their upward closures are equivalent. (For instance, any context-free language is effectively representable [10] .) In [2] it is shown that a Markov chain, induced by a PLCS and an effectively representable set F is effective. In [5] , it is shown that each Markov chain induced by a PLCS contains a finite attractor. We consider a partial order on channel contents, defined by w 1 ≤ w 2 iff w 1 is a (not necessarily continuous) substring of w 2 .
Theorem 3 Each Markov chains, induced by a PLCS and an effectively representable set of global states, is effective and contains a finite attractor.
The PLCS model used here and in [5, 7, 25] differs from the more unrealistic models considered previously in [1, 6] . In [6] at most one message could be lost during any step and in [1] messages could be lost only during send operations. If one assumes a sufficiently high probability (> 0.5) of message loss for these models then they also contain a finite attractor. Another different PLCS model was studied in [8] . It has the same kind of probabilistic message loss as our PLCS, but differs in having nondeterministic choice (subject to external schedulers) instead of probabilistic choice for the transitions, and thus does not yield a Markov chain. Another difference is that the model of [8] allows (and in some cases requires) idle transitions which are not present in our PLCS model. However, the PLCS model of [8] also has a finite attractor.
Qualitative Reachability
We consider the qualitative reachability problem for Markov chains, i.e., the problem if a given set of final states is eventually reached with probability 1, or probability 0, respectively.
QUAL REACH
The following Lemma holds for any Markov chain.
Lemma 4 Prob
Proof If s init |= F Before F then there is a path π of finite length from s init to some state in F s.t. F is not visited in π. The set of all continuation runs of the form ππ thus has a non-zero probability and never visits F . Thus
The reverse implication of Lemma 4 holds only for Markov chains which satisfy certain conditions.
Lemma 5 Given a Markov chain which either
• is globally coarse, or
• contains a finite attractor.
Then we have that s
Proof The set runs(s init ) of all runs starting at s can be partitioned into 
Lemma 5 does not hold for general Markov chains; see Remark 1 in Section 5.
Now we apply these results to Markov chains derived from PVASS. Interestingly, decidability depends on whether F is a set of Q-states for some Q ⊆ S or a general upward closed set.
Theorem 6 Given a PVASS (S, X, T, w) and a set of final states F which is the set of Q-states for some Q ⊆ S. Then the question Prob
Proof Since any set of Q-states is upward closed, we obtain from Theorem 2 that the Markov chain derived from our PVASS is globally coarse. Thus, by Lemma 4 and Lemma 5, we obtain Prob M (s init |= 3F ) < 1 ⇐⇒ s init |= F Before F . To decide the question s init |= F Before F , we construct a modified PVASS (S, X, T , w ) by removing all outgoing transitions from states q ∈ Q. Formally, T contains all transitions of the form (s 1 , op, s 2 ) ∈ T with s 1 / ∈ Q and w (t) = w(t) for t ∈ T ∩ T . Furthermore, to avoid deadlocks, we add to each state in Q a self-loop which does not change the values of the variables and whose weight is equal to one. It follows that
So we obtain that Prob M (s init |= 3F ) = 1 in (S, X, T, w) iff F is not reachable in the VASS (S, X, T ). Since F is downward closed and effectively constructible (due to the monotonicity of VASS), decidability follows from the decidability of the (submarking) reachability problem for Petri nets [24, 21] .
2
The situation changes if one considers not a set of Qstates as final states F , but rather some general upwardclosed set F (described by its finitely many minimal elements). In this case one cannot effectively check the condition s init |= F Before F .
Theorem 7 Given a PVASS V = (S, X, T, w) and an upward closed set of final states F , then the question
Notice the difference between Theorem 6 and Theorem 7 in the case of ρ = 1. Unlike for non-probabilistic VASS, reachability of control-states and reachability of upwardclosed sets cannot be effectively expressed in terms of each other for PVASS.
Theorem 8 Given a PLCS L where F is effectively representable. Then the question Prob
Proof By Theorem 3, L has a finite attractor. Thus we obtain from Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 that Prob M (s init |= 3F ) = 1 iff s init |= F Before F . This condition can be checked with a standard construction for LCS (from [5] ) as follows. First one can effectively compute the set F = Pre * (F ) using the techniques from, e.g., [4] . Next one computes the set X of all configurations from which it is possible to reach F without passing through F . This is done as follows. Let X 0 := F and
Since all X i are upward closed, this construction converges at some finite index n, by Higman's Lemma [18] . We get that X = X n is effectively constructible. Finally we have that Prob M (s init |= 3F ) = 1 iff s init / ∈ X, which can be effectively checked.
Notice that, unlike in earlier work [5, 7] , it is not necessary to compute the finite attractor for Theorem 8. It suffices to know that it exists. Now we consider the question Prob M (s init |= 3F ) = 0. The following property trivially holds for all Markov chains.
Lemma 9 Prob
Since the (submarking) reachability problem for Petri nets is decidable [24, 21] , we get the following consequence of Lemma 9.
Theorem 10 Given a PVASS V = (S, X, T, w) and a set of final states F which is expressible in the constraint logic of [21] (in particular any upward closed set, any finite set, and their complements), then the question
From Lemma 9 and the result that for LCS the set of all predecessors of an upward closed set can be effectively constructed (e.g., [4] ), we get the following. 
Theorem 11 Given a PLCS L where F is effectively representable, then the question Prob

Qualitative Repeated Reachability
Here we consider the qualitative repeated reachability problem for Markov chains, i.e., the problem if a given set of final states F is visited infinitely often with probability 1, or probability 0, respectively. . The set of all runs of the form ππ (for any π ) has non-zero probability and they all satisfy ¬23F . So we get that
QUAL REP REACH
The reverse implication of Lemma 12 holds only for Markov chains which satisfy certain conditions.
Lemma 13 Given a Markov chain which either
Then we have that s
Proof Let R(s init ) be the set of all states which are reachable from s init . If s init |= ∀2∃3F then every state s ∈ R(s init ) satisfies s |= ∃3F .
Consider the case that the Markov chain is globally coarse. Then there exists some universal constant
Thus the set of runs which visit F only finitely often has probability ≤ (1 − α) ∞ = 0 and therefore Prob M (s init |= 23F ) = 1. Now consider the case that the Markov chain has a finite attractor A. We have that every state s ∈ R(s init ) satisfies s |= ∃3F . In particular, this holds for the finitely many s ∈ A ∩ R(s init ). For every s ∈ A ∩ R(s init ) we define α s := Prob M (s |= 3F ) and obtain α s > 0. Since A is finite, A ∩ R(s init ) is finite and so we get α := min s∈A∩R(sinit ) α s > 0. As A is a finite attractor, almost every infinite run starting at s init must visit A ∩ R(s init ) infinitely often. Thus the set of runs starting at s init which visit F only finitely often has probability ≤ (1 − α) ∞ = 0 and so we obtain Prob M (s init |= 23F ) = 1.
Remark 1 Neither Lemma 5 nor Lemma 13 hold for general Markov chains. A counterexample is the Markov chain M = (S, P, F ) of the "gambler's ruin" problem where
S = N , P (i, i + 1) := x, P (i, i − 1) := 1 − x for i ≥ 1 and P (0, 0) = 1 and F := {0}, for some pa- rameter x ∈ [0, 1]. It follows that F = ∅ for x < 1. If x ∈ [0, 1/2] then Prob M (1 |= 3F ) = 1 and for x > 1/2 one has Prob M (1 |= 3F ) = (1 − x)/x. For x ∈ (1/2, 1) one has that 1 |= F Before F , but Prob M (1 |= 3F ) = (1 − x)/x < 1. Similarly, al- though 1 |= ∀2∃3F , one still has Prob M (1 |= 23F ) ≤ Prob M (1 |= 3F ) = (1 − x)/x < 1.
Theorem 14 Let V = (S, X, T, w) be a PVASS and F an upward closed set of final states. Then the question
Proof Since F is upward closed, we obtain from Theorem 2 that the Markov chain derived from our PVASS is globally coarse. Thus it follows from Lemma 12 and Lemma 13 that Prob M (s init |= 23F ) = 1 ⇐⇒ s init |= ∀2∃3F . This condition can be checked as follows. Since F is upward closed and represented by its finitely many minimal elements, the set Pre * (F ) is upward-closed and effectively constructible. Then F = Pre * (F ) is downwardclosed and effectively constructible. We get that s init |= ∀2∃3F iff s init |= ∃3 F which is decidable by reduction to the (submarking) reachability problem for Petri nets [24, 21] .
Notice the surprising contrast of the decidability of repeated reachability of Theorem 14 to the undecidability of simple reachability in Theorem 7.
Theorem 15 Given a PLCS L where F is effectively representable, then the question Prob
Proof By Theorem 3, L has a finite attractor. Thus, we obtain from Lemma 12 and Lemma 13 that
This condition can be checked as follows. First one can effectively compute the set F = Pre * (F ). Next one computes the set X of all configurations from which it is possible to reach F , i.e., X := Pre * ( F ). Finally we have that Prob M (s init |= 3F ) = 1 iff s init |= ∀2∃3F iff s init / ∈ X, which can be effectively checked. 2
Notice that, unlike in earlier work [5, 7] , it is not necessary to compute the finite attractor for Theorem 15. It suffices to know that it exists. Now we consider the question Prob M (s init |= 23F ) = 0. From the definitions we get the following. 
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Lemma 16 For any Markov chain Prob
The reverse implication holds only under certain conditions.
Lemma 17 Given a Markov chain which either
Then we have that Prob
Proof Let R be the set of all runs starting from s init and R e F ⊆ R be the subset of runs which satisfy 3 F . Let
F be the subset of runs in R ¬ e F which satisfy 23F and R ¬F := R ¬ e F − R F , i.e., all runs in R ¬F satisfy ¬23F . Now we show that
If the Markov chain is globally coarse then there exists some universal constant α > 0 s.t. for every state s visited by any run in
If the Markov chain has a finite attractor A then almost all (the rest has probability measure 0) runs in R ¬ e F must visit A infinitely often. Formally, R ¬ e F can be partitioned into R A and R ¬A where all runs in R A visit A infinitely often and Prob M (R ¬A ) = 0. Let A ⊆ A be the states in A which are visited by runs in R A . It follows that α s := Prob M (s |= 3F ) > 0 for any s ∈ A . Since A (and A ) are finite, we obtain that α := min s∈A α s > 0. So all runs in R A pass infinitely often through states s ∈ A which have a probability ≥ α to visit F . Therefore,
There is also a correspondence of Prob M (s init |= 23F ) = 0 to a property of the underlying transition graph.
Lemma 18 For any Markov chain s
Proof If s init |= ∃3∀2∃3F then there exists a finite path π leading to some state s s.t. s |= ∀2∃3F . Therefore s |= ∃3 F . Consider the set R of runs of the form ππ for any π . This set has a non-zero measure and all runs in it satisfy
The reverse implication of Lemma 18 holds only for Markov chains with a finite attractor, but not generally for globally coarse Markov chains. This is because global coarseness depends on the set of final states. Global coarseness of a Markov chain (S, P, F ) does not imply global coarseness of S, P, F .
Lemma 19 Given a Markov chain which contains a finite attractor, then the condition Prob
Proof If Prob M (s init |= 3 F ) = 1 then there exists a set R of runs starting at s init s.t. Prob M (R) > 0 and every run π ∈ R satisfies ¬3 F and thus 2(∃3F ). Since the Markov chain has some finite attractor A, almost every run in R visits A infinitely often (the rest has probability measure 0). Therefore, there exists a set of runs R ⊆ R s.t. every run in R visits A infinitely often and Prob M (R ) = Prob M (R) > 0. Since A is finite, there must exist at least one state a ∈ A which is visited infinitely often by a subset of runs in R with non-zero probability measure, i.e., there exists some R ⊆ R s.t. Prob M (R ) > 0 and every run in R visits state a infinitely often.
We now show that a |= ∀2∃3F . We assume the contrary and derive a contradiction. If a |= ∀2∃3F then a |= ∃3 F . It follows that α := Prob M (a |= 3 F ) > 0. Therefore the set of runs which infinitely often visit state a, but which do not satisfy 3 F has probability measure ≤ (1−α) ∞ = 0, and thus Prob M (R ) = 0. Contradiction. So we get a |= ∀2∃3F and therefore s init |= ∃3∀2∃3F , because a is reachable from s init .
Notice that the finite attractor of the Markov chain need not be known or constructible. It suffices to know that a finite attractor exists. For an upward closed set F the set F is downwardclosed, but in general not a set of Q-states, and thus Theorem 6 does not always apply. The question Prob M (s init |= 3 F ) = 1 can certainly not be reduced to purely structural questions about the underlying transition system (unlike for PLCS), because it depends on the exact values of the probabilities, i.e., on the transition weights. Consider a PVASS model of the gambler's ruin problem (see Remark 1), but let now F := {1, 2, . . . } (upward closed) and thus F = {0}.
Theorem 20 For any globally coarse Markov chain
s init |= ∃3∀2∃3F ⇒ Prob M (s init |= 3 F ) = 1 ⇐⇒ Prob M (s init |= 23F ) = 0
For any Markov chain which contains a finite attractor
and Prob M (1 |= 3 F ) = 1 otherwise. Furthermore, for PVASS, the probability Prob M (s init |= 23F ) cannot be effectively expressed in the first-order theory of the reals (IR, +, * , ≤), as shown in Section 8, Remark 3.
Approximate Quantitative Reachability
In this section we consider the approximate quantitative reachability problem.
APPROX QUANT REACH Instance A Markov chain M = (S, P, F ), a state s init ∈ S, and a rational θ.
First, we present a path enumeration algorithm based on [20] for solving the problem, and then show that the algorithm is guaranteed to terminate for Markov chains which are globally coarse, and for Markov chains which contain a finite attractor 1 . Given an effective Markov chain M = (S, P, F ), a state s init ∈ S, and a positive θ ∈ Q, the algorithm constructs (a prefix of) the "reachability tree" from s init , in a breadth-first fashion. The nodes of the tree are labeled with pairs (s, r) where s ∈ S and r is the probability of traversing the path from the root to the current node. Every node in the tree is labeled with a probability. This probability is the product of the probabilities of all the transitions in the path from the root to the node. The algorithm maintains two variables Yes and No which accumulate the probabilities by which the set F is reachable (and not reachable respectively). Each step of the algorithm can be implemented due to the effectiveness of M. 
We present an algorithm which is a modification of Algorithm 1 (in Section 6) and show that it is guaranteed to terminate for Markov chains which contain a finite attractor.
Let F
• be the set {s| s |= ∀2 ∃3 F }, i.e., F • = F .
We modify Algorithm 1, and replace line 4 by the following 
Lemma 26 For a Markov chain M with a finite attractor, if Algorithm 2 terminates at depth j then
Proof From Lemma 13 it follows that, for each j ≥ 0, we have Yes
It is straightforward to check that, for each j ≥ 0, 
Exact Quantitative Analysis
In this section we consider the Exact Quantitative Reachability Analysis Problem, defined as follows.
EXACT QUANT REACH Instance A Markov chain M = (S, P, F ), a state s init ∈ S, and a rational ρ. Task Check whether Prob M (s init |= 3F ) ≥ ρ.
By Theorem 7, EXACT QUANT REACH is undecidable for PVASS and upward closed F . If F is a set of Q-states then decidability of EXACT QUANT REACH is open for PVASS and PLCS.
However, for both PVASS and PLCS, we show that the probability Prob M (s init |= 3F ) (and thus the question of EXACT QUANT REACH ) cannot be effectively expressed in the first-order theory of the reals (IR, +, * , ≤). This is in contrast to the situation for probabilistic pushdown automata for which this probability can be effectively expressed in (IR, +, * , ≤) [15, 16, 14] .
Theorem 29 Let V = (S, X, T, w) be a PVASS and w 1 , . . . , w n ∈ Q the constants used in the transition weight function w. Let F be the set of Q-states for some Q ⊆ S.
It is impossible to effectively construct a (IR, +, * , ≤) formula Φ(p, w 1 , . . . , w n ) with parameters w i and p which expresses the probability Prob M (s init |= 3F ), i.e., Φ(p, w 1 , . . . , w n ) = true iff p = Prob M (s init |= 3F ).
For PLCS, the result corresponding to Theorem 29 would be trivial if one allowed the case that the message loss probability λ is zero, because the reachability problem for deterministic non-lossy non-probabilistic FIFO-channel systems is undecidable (unlike for VASS). The following theorem shows a stronger non-expressibility result even for the restricted case of λ > 0.
Theorem 30 Let L be a PLCS with message loss probability λ > 0 and F the set of Q-states for some Q ⊆ S. It is impossible to effectively construct a (IR, +, * , ≤) formula Φ(p, λ) with parameters λ > 0 and p which expresses the probability Prob M (s init |= 3F ), i.e., for any λ > 0 one has Φ(p, λ) = true iff p = Prob M (s init |= 3F ). 
Remark 3 In the constructions for
Conclusions and Future Work
We have studied the qualitative and quantitative (repeated) reachability problem for Markov chains with the global coarseness property or a finite attractor. A surprising result was that reachability of control-states and reachability of upward closed sets cannot be effectively expressed in terms of each other for PVASS, unlike for normal VASS (Section 4). Furthermore, for probabilistic systems, reachability is not always easier to decide than repeated reachability (Theorems 7 and 14). Finally, a simple path enumeration algorithm can solve the approximate quantitative repeated reachability problem for all Markov chains with a finite attractor. In particular it can solve the same problem for PLCS as the more complex construction of [25] , although, unlike [25] , it does not yield any precise complexity bound.
